ISM Skills Enrichment Programme: Intermediate Java

Based on the Sun Academic Initiative (SAI)
Instructor-Led course SL-275
What is Sun Academic Initiative (SAI)?

- Program designed to create a collaborative relationship between Sun and academic institutions.
- Students can study at their own pace online from the Sun Web Learning Center.
- SMU will deliver Sun’s Instructor-Led courses on Sun technologies to students.
SL-275 Java Programming Language

- The first Sun’s instructor-led course to be conducted by SIS
- 29 Nov – 5 Dec 2004 (5 full days)
Benefits

- Give students an advantage in their internship with in-depth Java knowledge.
- Prepares the student for Sun Certified Java Programmer certification.
- Relatively low cost. SMU student pays only for the student manual (S$24.20). The same course costs up to S$2000 in the commercial world.